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investigate pending outstanding questions of condensed matter
physics, either for strongly correlated fermions or bosonic fractional Quantum Hall systems.
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Blue skies, blue seas
L.J.F.(Jo) Hermans,
Leiden University • The Netherlands

or the sky, it’s simple. Most physicists know that the blue colour
of the sky is due to the 1/l4 dependence of Rayleigh scattering.
But what about the blue of the sea? Could it be simply reflection
of the blue skies by the water surface? That certainly cannot be the
main story: even if the sky is cloudy, clear water from mountain
lakes and seas can look distinctly blue. Moreover: those of us who
like to dive and explore life under water will have noticed that, a
few meters under the surface, bluish colours tend to dominate.
Indeed, if we use an underwater camera and take pictures of those
colourful fish, we notice that the nice red colours have almost completely disappeared. And – unlike our eyes - cameras don’t lie. We
need a flash to bring out the beautiful colours of underwater life. In
other words: absorption is the key: sunlight looses much of its
reddish components if it has to travel through several meters of
water. Or ice, for that matter: remember the bluish light from ice
caves or tunnels in glaciers. And even the light scattered back
from deep holes in fresh snow is primarily blue.
What causes the selective absorption of visible light by water?
Spectroscopists know that the fundamental vibrational bands of
H-atoms bound to a heavier atom, such as in H2O, are typically
around 3 µm. This is way too long to play a role in the visible
region. But wait: because of the large dipole moment of H2O also
overtone and combination bands give an appreciable absorption.
And they happen to cover part of the visible spectrum, up from
about 600 nm, as seen in the figure. The strong rise near 700 nm is
due to a combination of symmetric and asymmetric stretch (3ν1 +
ν3), slightly red shifted due to hydrogen bonding (see, e.g., C.L.
Braun and S.N. Smirnov, J. Chem. Edu., 1993, 70(8), 612).We notice
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that the absorption coefficient in the red is appreciable: it rises to
about 1 m-1 around 700 nm, an attenuation of a factor of e at 1 m.
It is no wonder that our underwater pictures turn out so bluish.
It is interesting to note: the spectrum of D2O is red shifted by about
a factor 1.4, since the larger mass of the deuterons makes for much
more slow vibrations. It is therefore shifted out of the visible region.
But that is not the whole story about the ‘deep blue sea’. For the
water to look blue from above, we need backscattering. For shallow
water, this may be from a sand bottom or from white rock. In this
case the absorption length is twice the depth. For an infinitely deep
ocean, however, we have to rely on scattering by the water itself and
by possible contaminants. This even enhances the blue color by
Rayleigh scattering, as long as the contaminants are small.
If the water gets really dirty, things obviously become more complex. Scattering from green algae and other suspended matter may
shift the spectrum towards green, or even brown.
But clear water is blue. Unless it’s heavy water, of course…
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